
Arts Integration Grant
Students’ Work :   Mrs. Lomer’s Kindergarten Class
Integrated with Mrs. Heise’s Art Classroom



Our Theme:  Celebrating Patriotic Symbols

      Students in Mrs. Lomer’s Kindergarten class learned the 
elements of art working with different United States of 
America symbols by infusing art into the social studies 
curriculum.  Students were able to increase their vocabulary 
and knowledge of the United States symbols through the 
different art projects.



Some of the books we read in Kindergarten!



First Symbol:   U.S.A. Flag
                  American Flag

Artistically Speaking…

We created abstract flags.

Art Elements: line, shape, primary colors

In Social Studies…

We learned the American flag is red, white and 
blue!  It has 50 stars and 13 stripes!

We say the Pledge of Allegiance to the flag 
everyday!



 

     A Kindergarten artist 
     loves to paint!



            Students used fabric markers to work on a quilt square.



Each 
student
made 
one
fabric
square
for
the
Freedom
Quilt!



Some
students
worked
on a
fabric 
square
while 
others 
painted!







The Finished Product...

Beautiful quilt pieces and patriotic flags!









The colors of 
the flag are 
red, white and 
blue.













The White House 
The White House

Artistically Speaking……..
We created the White House
Art Elements learned: line, space( foreground, 
middle, and background
Above and below
Shapes: triangles, rectangles, squares
Form; cylinders (columns)

In Social Studies....
The White House is an United States symbol.
The president of the United States lives and 
works there. President Trump works in the Oval 
office in the White House. It has so many 
windows!







Awesome
fabric 
squares 
for 
the
quilt!









      The White House has so many windows!









The Bald Eagle



American Eagle
Artistically speaking……
Art Elements: 
Shape: circles, ovals, triangles
We learned how to draw the eagle by breaking it down 
into different shapes
Color: We learned about creating different shades of 
blue - value study

In Social Studies…
The bald eagle has been a symbol of the United States 
since 1782. The eagle is a strong and brave bird.
It has a white head and a brown body.
A picture of a bald eagle can be found on a quarter!
Bald eagles are not in Toms River, NJ but Mrs. Lomer 
saw bald eagles in Minnesota!







Kindergarten
students added
facts about the 
bald eagle to 
their art 
projects.



Learning 
about the 
bald eagle 
was fun!







Dr. Martin L. King Jr.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

Artistically speaking……….

Art Elements:

Shape study-- We learned how to draw a portrait 

We learned how to draw different expressions

Line study

We learned that the style of this drawing was realistic



Dr. Martin L. King Jr.

In Social Studies….

Dr. Martin L. King Jr. was an American hero.

He had a dream that all people could get along with each other.

In school, we practice his peaceful ways to work and play with each other.

Dr. Martin L. King Jr.’s  birthday is on January 15th.







Mrs. Liguori helping with the fabric squares.



“I have a dream”...

Kindergarten students learned 

about the important words of

Dr. Martin L. King Jr.







The Statue of Liberty
Lady Liberty

(Peter Max Style)

Pop Art

Artistically Speaking………….

Art Elements:

Color- very bright colors and “painterly big strokes”

Shape and form

We would say, “Lets Peter Max it!”





The Statue of Liberty

In Social Studies...

The Statue of Liberty is an American symbol. It represents freedom and hope.

The Statue of Liberty is located in the New York Harbor between 

New York and New Jersey. It was a gift from France.

“Lady Liberty” is made of copper like a penny! It has turned green from being 

outside so long.





Wonderful        
work!

“Lady
Liberty”
looking
so pretty!















First the sketch….                                            Next the paint!



“Wow, such
beautiful
colors!”said 
Mrs. Lomer 
and 
Mrs. Liguori









The Statue of Liberty 
welcomes everyone to 
the United States!
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Special Thanks

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mrs. Lomer and Mrs. Heise for their 
commitment to integrating the arts into their classrooms and curriculum.  It has 
impacted not only the students in their classroom but also the teachers in the school 
and the district.  The students strengthened their vocabulary and reading levels.  So 
proud of the student’s growth academically and emotionally.

Mrs. Lomer and Mrs. Heise attended many conferences, webinars and district 
meetings and worked in collaboration to see this effort come to life.   I am so proud of 
their hard work and dedication.       ~ Ms. Nocera, Supervisor of Instruction
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